
SLANT BOARD READING WRITING AND ARITHMETIC

Slant board reading writing arithmetic. In this post I want to talk about ways to actually become smarter. A portion of
your intelligence appears to be fixed.

Right at the time when the demands of written work escalated, students were asked to learn a new script that
initially slowed them down. A page of excellent writing is a process to enjoy and a pleasure to see. Paper
placement: Paper should be slanted to the left for right-handers and to the right for left-handers. Writing at a
high level begins with the humble skill of speed, accuracy, and beauty in writing letters and words.
Technology has not and will not make this important life skill obsolete. Correct pencil grip: reduces hand
fatigue. Home homework help now Slant board reading writing arithmetic Slant board reading writing
arithmetic In this post I want to talk about ways to actually become smarter. Write it with conscious attention
to beauty and legibility and you will remember it even more. The habits we form here will either help or
hinder our students for the rest of their lives. Speed In an age that values speed like ours, cursive is a real
benefit to the student. Think of the advantage of taking rapid, accurate notes in college, at meetings, and in
many different real-life situations. And Functional Vision Problems can affects them all. There is also
generally a much higher price tag associated with the purchase, use, and maintenance of high tech tools.
Research seems to indicate that there is little you can do to drastically increase your IQ. The physical act of
writing requires focus, discipline, patience, attention to detail, and accuracyâ€”priceless skills for the young
child at the beginning of his academic career. Writing in cursive teaches our students to value precision,
neatness, attention to detail, accuracy, and beautyâ€”values which cross over to all of their other academic
subjects. What a difference! Mid Tech Tools - What are they? Low tech tools represent those tools that are
manufactured without the use of electricity, like pencil grips to help a student with poor motor skills hold a
pencil. Students should learn how to keep their paper or notebook in the comfortable writing zone with the
non-writing hand. Teachers in all grades are responsible for addressing student penmanship. Putting words on
a page is the hands-on academic skill. Write it with conscious attention to beauty and legibility and you will
remember it even more. Developing a Cursive Culture New American Cursive has been the solution to one of
our most intractable problems at Highlands Latin Schoolâ€”cursive penmanship. Grades Cursive required in
all grades. A calculator is a perfect example of a mid tech tool. Many students have a strong tendency to curve
the wrist, especially if their paper is not tilted, or if they are left-handed. Gripping the pencil too tightly will
cause your hand to get tired. Grade 1: Students practice manuscript and cursive. In general, high tech devices
are more complicated to operate and require more training than low- tech devices. Low Tech Tools - What are
they? Another example of a low tech tool for students with disabilities is a slant board used to facilitate
writing. Although we had high ambitions for our students, the switch from print to cursive in the third grade
never really took. Practice in neat, legible penmanship instills in students the habits of quality work and a
disciplined approach to academics. The whole body is involvedâ€”mind, eyes, arm, hands. High tech devices
are items that are often based on computer technology. Compare correct pencil grip in writing to correct form
in sports, music, dance, etc.


